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Abstract— Ontologies provide a shared and common
understanding of a domain that can be communicated
between people and application systems. Therefore, they
may play a major role in supporting information
exchange processes in various areas. We describe the role
of ontologies in supporting knowledge sharing activities,
and then present a set of criteria to guide the development
of ontologies for these purposes. We show how these
criteria are applied in case studies from the design of
ontologies for Clinical Information system. The purpose
of Ontosri is to help building ontology, both from scratch
and from texts, without control by any task.
Requirements have been defined for a methodology on
the basis of real experiments. Ontosri fulfills these
requirements, involving theoretical bases from linguistics
and knowledge representation. Its strong points are
integration of a terminological approach and an ontology
management, precise definition of concept types
reflecting modeling choices, and traceability facilities.
The use of these tools is discussed with respect to a case
study in health care.
Index Terms— Description logics, ontology, tautology,
satisfiability, visualization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digitization and dissemination of huge amounts of
documents have been made possible by the recent
developments and continuing progress in network and data
storage technologies, which have made searching and
retrieval of information either in the web or the digital
document collection more and more difficult. The need for
easier and more effective information retrieval has
necessitated the creation of semantic web and personalized
information management concepts, which are areas of study
that take advantage of the semantic context of documents, to
facilitate their management. Taking advantage of ontology is
one of the various solutions proposed, in this context.
Ontology, though it is a term originally borrowed from
philosophy, is now used to denote a set of concepts and their
interrelations in a specific domain. As a consequence, the
need for effective ontology visualization for design,
management and browsing has emerged. Ontology is
something more than a hierarchy of concepts. It is enriched
with role relations among concepts and each concept has
various attributes related to it. Furthermore, each concept
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most probably, has instances attached to it, which could range
from one or two to thousands. Therefore, it is not simple to
create a visualization that will effectively display all this
information and at the same time allow the user to easily
perform various operations on the ontology. In the field of
ontology visualization, there are several works, mostly in 2D.
Apart from the systems that propose visualizations especially
tailored for ontologies, there are a number of other techniques
used in other contexts such as graph or file system
visualization that could be adapted to display ontologies.
II. METHODOLOGY
Highlights of OntoSri tool:
Full ontology visualization
Object properties graphical presentation
Distinguished color schemes
Built-in Reasoner
A. Selected Visualization Techniques for OntoSri
The difficulty when designing a visualization tool
OntoSri is how to achieve a good visualization where all the
information is showed in a coherent manner. Features such as
New, Save, Open, Refresh and Exit are mainly too much
information to show in one representation. (Figure 4.1).This
is not only important to show all the components, the
visualization must also allow a human being to build a correct
mental model of the model shown. Even when the model is
very large, the visualization must support this.
One can say that the key to measuring the solvency
of good feature model visualization is obtained by the
impressions from a user when looking to the model. In the
effort to find a single visualization that meets all the
characteristics discussed above, it is that the best way to
visualize all the content of a OntoSri was using the graph
view.

Figure 2.1a. OntoSri Open Page
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The user has to be able to visualize the two types of
representations. This means that when the user is interested in
analyzing the hierarchy he/she can use the Reasoner.
Otherwise, from the graph model the user can visualize all the
possible information and interact with it. The more different
visualizations are provided for a certain feature model, the
easier it will be for the user to understand and manipulate the
model.
Following this theory, it is also decided to add another
representation: the indented list. The idea is to provide the
graph view with a complementary view and interaction mode
representing the hierarchy of the feature model. In this way,
the user can see the structure of the hierarchy (using the
indented list) while is working with the graph model. Thus,
the final decision was the utilization of two types of
visualizations for the OntoSri Tool: the Graph model and the
Reasoner model. The following subsections show in detail the
design of the different visualizations, and also how the user
can interact with each one.
The Graph Model
A graph is a tree that shows a set of relationships,
often functional, between a group of points or numbers. Each
of these points or numbers has coordinates determined by
their relationships. This tree represents a mathematical
structure or a symbolic representation of a network.
The graph representation of OntoSri is based on
this definition. This is the only representation that tries to
show almost all the content of the model at once. The graph
representation will be given in the main window of the tool.
From there, the user will work most of the time when
developing the OntoSri model.
The Reasoner Model
OntoSri allows for special-purpose reasoner that
provides standard reasoner services such as satisfiability (of a
single class as well as consistency of the ontology) and
subsumption (between classes and between properties).
For the ease of user interaction, the open menu that
contains all the possible modeling actions is provided. It is
composed of(Figure 2.1a ) five buttons, and the function of
each one is described in the next paragraphs.
The first button gives all the possible modeling
actions provided. It is composed of eight buttons, and the
function of each one is described in the next paragraphs. The
first button gives the modeler the possibility to create a new
project to the graph-view. When clicking this button, the
representation of the new project appears as a box situated at
the position of the cursor. The user only has to click (yes) this
box to create a new project as menu with eight buttons (Figure
2 .1 b ) .
The first button is used to open Create Class. When
the user clicks on it, the cursor becomes a point and the tool
changes the status of operation, which in this case open a
window with Class Name and Available Classes. The second
button is used to open Adding Objects. When the user clicks
on it, the cursor becomes a point and the tool changes the
status of operation, which in this case open a window with
Select the Class , Object Name and Data Type and also with
three buttons namely Add, Remove Member and Remove all
Members.
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Figure 2.1b Use Case of Create Class
The third button is used to open Relationships. When
the user clicks on it, the cursor becomes a point and the tool
changes the status of operation, which in this case opens a
window with three options, namely Class 1, Class 2, and
Member – Relates- Member, also with New Relation Creation
button, View Existing Relation button and Create Relation
button. The fourth button is used to open Available Classes.
When the user clicks on it, the cursor becomes a point and the
tool changes the status of operation, which in this case open a
window with Available Class.
The fifth button is used to open Create Instance.
When the user clicks on it, the cursor becomes a point and the
tool changes the status of operation, which in this case open a
window with Select Class and Available Instances also with
Create New Instance button.
The sixth button is used to open Ontograph. When the
user clicks on it, the cursor becomes a point and the tool
changes the status of operation, which in this case open a
window with Draw Class and Current Class. The seventh
button is used to open Find. When the user clicks on it, the
cursor becomes a point and the tool changes the status of
operation, which in this case open a window with Select
Class, Select Object and Enter Keyword also with two buttons
namely, Search and Show All. The eighth button is used to
open Reasoner. When the user clicks on it, the cursor
becomes a point and the tool changes the status of operation,
which in this case open a window with Enter the Keyword and
Search button.
The addition of save the current project is
implemented by means of the second button in the open menu.
When the user clicks on it, the cursor becomes a point and the
tool changes the status of operation, which in this case save in
the desired location. The third button is used to open the
existing project. When the user clicks on it, the cursor
becomes a point and the tool changes the status of operation,
which in this case open in the desired location.
The fourth button is used to refresh the existing
project. When the user clicks on it, the cursor becomes a point
and the tool changes the status of operation, which in this case
refresh the existing project. The fifth button is used to exit the
project. When the user clicks on it, the cursor becomes a point
and the tool changes the status of operation, which in this case
exit from the application.
The tableau method is a way of verifying tautologies.
It can be faster than truth tables, and for this method, not even
need a definition of truth and false. The analytic tableau
method consists of three rules with which it is possible to
convert a formula into a graph where it can easily be seen
whether the formula is a contradiction. Since a tautology is
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always a negation of a contradiction, one can negate a
suspected tautology and test if it is a contradiction.
Description Logics
The basic notions in Description logics are concepts
(unary predicates) and roles (binary predicates). Description
logics are logic formalisms used as a basis for the Semantic
Web ontology languages and they offer reasoning services,
which can be applied to reasoning with ontologies. Reasoning
is important to ensure the quality of ontology. This section
defines syntax and semantics of ALC (Attributive Language
Complements) and defines the tableau algorithm.
The ALC Description Logic
The smallest propositionally closed Description
logic is the ALC Description logics. The syntax and
semantics of the language is given by the following two
definitions:
Definition 1 (Syntax of ALC Language)
Let NC and NR be disjoint and countable infinite
set of concepts and role names. The set of ALC-concepts is
the smallest set, such that:
1. Every concept name A NC is an ALC concept.
2. If C and D are ALC concepts and R NR then ¬C, C D,
C D,
R.C and R.C are ALC concepts.
Every ALC formula can be constructed applying 1 and 2
rules.
Definition 2 (Semantics of ALC Language)
An ALC interpretation is a pair (ΔI ,·I ) where ΔI is
a non-empty set called domain, and ·I is an interpretation
function that maps every concept name A to a subset AI of ΔI
and every role name to a binary relation RI over ΔI. The
Interpretation function is extended to complex concepts as
follows:
1. (¬C) I = ΔI \ CI,
2. (C ⊓ D) I =CI ∩DI,
3. (C ⊔ D) I =CI∪DI,
4. (∃ R.C) I = {d ∈ ΔI| (∃ e) ((d, e) ∈ RI ∧ e ∈ CI )},
5. (∀ R.C) I = {d ∈ ΔI | (∀ e) ((d, e) ∈ RI ⇒ e ∈ CI)}.
The Tableau Algorithm
The basic reasoning services in Description logics
are: subsumption, consistency, satisfiability, and instance
checking. Satisfiability of a concept expression C is a problem
of checking whether there exists a model. It means whether
exists an interpretation I in which CI≠ In that context the
interpretation I is a model for a concept C. Other reasoning
services can be calculated with satisfiability.
The tableau algorithm tries to prove satisfiability of
a concept term C, by demonstrating a model in which C can be
satisfied. A tableau is a graph that represents such a model
with nodes corresponding to individuals and edges
corresponding to relationships between individuals. Every
Description logics term can be represented by a tree (a special
case of graph) structure, but a tableau has different structure
then a Description logic formula.
Reasoning Services
Given a Knowledge base KB = (T, A) and two concepts C
and D: Concept Satisfiability , written KB C ≡ , is the
problem of checking whether the Concept C is satisfiable
w.r.t. KB, i.e. there exists a model I of KB such that CI ≠
Subsumption , written KB╞ C
D , is the problem of
checking whether the Concept C is subsumed by the concept
D w.r.t KB i.e. CI DI in every model of KB Consistency ,
written KB
, is the problem of checking whether KB is
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satisfiable or has a model Instance Checking, written KB C
(a), is the problem of checking whether the assertion C(a) is
satisfied in every model of KB
Introducing Individuals
C is satisfiable
C
C is satisfiable
^ C(a)` is satisfiable
C D
C
D is not satisfiable
C D
^ C(a)` ╞ D (a)
KB is satisfiable
KB
KB ╞ C ( a )
KB ^ C(a)` is not satisfiable
The Subsumption Testing Algorithm Used in this paper
Step 1 Transform C D into the test of unsatisfiability
of the expression C∏ ¬D.
Step 2 Make full negations available for the last test.
The Tableau-Based Algorithm Used in this paper
Step 1 Transform KB within a Constraint system SK.
Step 2 Apply Systematic available tableau rules
for
reducing the constraint system until saturation.
Step3 if the complete system is free of contradiction or
clash-free, it is satisfiable and
a model of KB can be
produced.
The Constraints
The construction of a constraint system relies on the use of
variables allowing to define constraints.
x: C or C(x) means that x is an instance of C (concept
instantiation ).xry or r(x, y) means that x is in relation with y
through the role r ( role instantiation where y is a r-successor
of x). x≠y means that the individuals x and y have a different
interpretation; x and y are then separated.
The variables are supposed to be ordered by their
apparition order, and two variables x and y are equivalent in
S∑ if they verify the same instantiations
The Tableau-Based Algorithm Used for Testing Satisfiability
in Dls
Aim- To Test the satisfiability of a knowledge base using
the tableau-based Calculus
Step 1 Transform ∑ into a constraint system S∑
Step 2 Apply a set of decomposition rules until the no
more decomposition rule is applicable
Step 3 If the complete system obtained does not contain
any clash or contradiction, then the system is satisfiable
The Subsumption Testing Algorithm Used in this paper
Step 1 Transform C D into the test of
unsatisfiability of the expression C∏ ¬D.
Step 2 Make full negations available for the last
test.
The Tableau-Based Algorithm Used in this paper
Step 1 Transform KB within a Constraint system
SK.
Step 2 Apply Systematic available tableau rules for
reducing the constraint system until saturation.
Step 3 If the complete system is free of
contradiction or clash-free, it is satisfiable and a model of
KB can be produced.
Indented List
The indented list is the second type of visualization in this
tool (Figures 3.2(a), 3.2(b), 3.2(c) and 3.2(d). The reason for
the inclusion of this representation is due to the difficulty for
the users to recognize the composition hierarchy from the
graph-view. So, the indented list can be considered a
visualization support for the graph-view
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Figure 2.2 (c) OntoSri Indented List

Figure 2.2 (a) OntoSri Indented List

Figure 2.2 (d) OntoSri Indented List
A list is a series of objects organized in a logical order. In
this case the objects are the features of the model, and the
organization is the composition hierarchy of this elements.
Sometimes a list representation is difficult to read,
especially when the organization of the list elements is more
than a simple succession of objects. The indented list is a
solution to represent the hierarchical organization of the
feature model as a serial. The child elements in the list are
placed under their parents and indented to the right.
Development of advanced features such as filtering,
querying and reasoning tasks in an ontology visualization
tool named Ontosri that increases the cognitive support of
domain experts who are not ontologists.

Figure 2.2 (b) OntoSri Indented List
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Contributed Features:
Using color and decorations for different resource types
and sub-types Optimizing the layout of a diagram to
illustrate hierarchy and other types of relationships
Expanding and contracting classes Representing property
restrictions, associations and compound resources.
Development of Reasoning capabilities (Tabulax method)
Description of Use Cases of OntoSri
The Use Cases describe what the system has to do from the
point of view of the user (Figure 2.3). That is, the description
of the tool’s behavior regarding the use of it and its interaction
with the user. The Use Case depends on the origin of the
actions and the users preferred visualization view.

examples. This paper tried to provide the state of the art,
complemented with some own reflections, about the
visualization and interaction of feature models. From this
research and the design of the tool, the following knowledge
is acquired. Need of feature model visualization The different
possible presentations of feature models Benefit of the
different type of relations available in the feature model to
have multi types of representation Possibility to have more
than one presentation of a feature model available at the same
time in a tool and being efficient for feature modeling
Application of HCI perspective in visualizing feature models,
and to make the user experience better The performance
results show the effectiveness of the designed tool OntoSri in
all aspects. When a reasoner is needed for a more expressive
language, existing reasoners are not applicable. Hence such
an expressive language needs to be designed for reasoning
more expressive ontology. Another important issue in
ontology feature modeling is development of additional
features such as ontology mapping, alignment and merging
activities in the existing tools and is due to the fact that
existing such tools are semi automatic in nature.
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